Actin stress fibers (SFs) of cells cultured on cyclically stretched substrate tend to reorient in the direction in which a normal strain of substrate becomes zero. However, little is known about the mechanism of this reorientation. Here we investigated the effects of cyclic stretch waveform on SF reorientation in osteoblastic cells. Cells adhering to silicone membranes were subjected to cyclic uniaxial stretch having one of the following waveforms with an amplitude of 8% for 24 h: triangular, trapezoid, bottom hold, or peak hold. SF reorientation of these cells was then analyzed. No preferential orientation was observed for the triangular and the peak hold waveforms, while SFs aligned mostly in the direction with zero normal strain (~55º) with other waveforms, especially the trapezoid waveform, which had a hold time both at loaded and unloaded states. Viscoelastic properties of SFs were estimated in a quasi-in situ stress relaxation test using intact and SF-disrupted cells maintaining their shape on the substrate.
INTRODUCTION

63
Mechanical forces induce many responses of cells such as morphological changes, 64 protein synthesis (1, 9), and gene expression (7, 11) . They also affect regulation of a variety 
78
These functional regulations of osteoblasts may be influenced by the reorganization of SFs 79 due to cyclic stretch. Thus, it is important to elucidate the stretch-induced reorientation 80 mechanism of SFs in osteoblastic cells.
81
Attention has also been paid to the effects of strain amplitude and frequency on the cell 82 reorientation response. The frequency of reorientation of SFs in a direction of zero normal 83 strain significantly increased with stretch amplitude (18, 32, 37, 39) . Jungbauer et al. (16) 84 studied the temporal dynamics of fibroblast reorientation on a cyclic stretched substrate and
85
showed that the reorientation of fibroblasts happened faster at higher cyclic strain 86 amplitudes. They also showed that the cell reorientation happened faster at higher 87 frequencies for frequencies below 1 Hz, but was saturated for frequencies above 1 Hz. Other 88 studies have examined the SF reorientation mechanism using biochemical approaches and activation of signaling proteins, such as the level of Rho pathway activation which affects 91 the extent and direction of SF orientation (18, 21) .
92
Since the cyclic stretch-induced SF reorientation occurs in a two-or three-dimensional 93 strain field, it can be expected that they involve an interplay of diverse mechanical factors.
94
It has been pointed out that intracellular SFs generate internal tension by the actin-myosin 95 contractile protein complex (13, 33) , and that they depolymerize upon release of their 96 pretension (6, 36) . During cyclic stretching, the substrate strain is transmitted to 97 intracellular SFs through focal adhesions, which may alter the internal tension of SFs. Thus, 98 in order to elucidate stretch-induced SF reorientation, mechanical approaches considering 99 the direction and magnitude of forces applied to individual SFs during cyclic stretch are 100 indispensable. Furthermore, recent studies investigated the mechanical properties of SFs by 101 observing the retraction of SFs after in situ dissection with a femtosecond laser (5, 19, 35) 102 or a tensile test of isolated SFs (19) , and concluded that SFs have viscoelastic properties. In 103 such viscoelastic fibers, the changes in internal tension should be influenced by the 104 waveform of the applied strain. Thus, we hypothesized that the time history of the strain 105 applied to SFs, e.g., cyclic stretch with different strain waveforms, may alter the force 106 acting on SFs and therefore change their stretch-induced reorientation.
107
In the present study, the cyclic stretch-induced SF reorientation in osteoblastic cells was 108 investigated using four different types of strain waveform. A force-strain relation of SFs 109 was reported only for isolated SFs (22 (512 x 512 pixels) were converted to an 8-bit gray scale, and their brightness and contrast
160
were adjusted automatically with ImageJ software (NIH) for image processing ( Fig. 2A ).
161
The images were then processed with software for 2-D FFT analysis (2DFFT, developed by the space frequency spectrum was measured (Fig. 2B ). Since the space frequency is high in 166 the direction perpendicular to the direction of fibers (34), the orientation angle of SF θ was 167 represented as θ = φ + 90º (0º ≤ θ ≤ 180º)． The stretch direction was represented as θ = 0º 168 and 180º in this study. We calculated an integration of these gray values I in the 169 doughnut-shaped region (i.e., 20 pixels ≤ r ≤ 90 pixels) from 0º to 180º every 10 degrees range of θ is reduced from 0-180º to 0-90º by adding values at θ and 180°-θ (0° ≤ θ ≤ 90°)
173
( Fig. 2D ). The range of r was determined in a preliminary analysis so that the frequency of equipped with an image-based servo system for controlling cell strain (28) (Fig. 3) . The 189 cells cultured sparsely on dishes coated with fibronectin (100 µg/ml) for 2 days were used 190 as specimens, since they had mature SFs at this stage.
191
The cells were held with two micropipettes whose tips were ca. 
220
The force applied to the specimen cell F was calculated by multiplying the deflection of the 221 deflectable pipette with its spring constant. Time-course changes in the pipette deflection
222
Since the fiber structures of SFs were completely disrupted with cytochalasin D (Fig. 3F 
Viscoelastic analysis with a mechanical model
234
The stress relaxation response of intracellular SFs was modeled using a 7-parameter where the relaxation time constant τ 1 equals η 1 / K 1 , τ 2 equals η 2 / K 2 , τ 3 equals η 3 / K 3 ( τ 1 242 < 60 s < τ 2 < 600 s < τ 3 ), and ε(0) represents the strain at the beginning of the constant strain 75, 85º). Thus, the change in SF strain ε (t, θ) was described as ε pre + Δε sub (t, θ). The 257 simulations with 0 < t < 86400 s (24 h) were performed using a Microsoft Excel Visual 
Data analysis
261
Data were expressed as mean ± SD. Statistically significant differences in data were 262 assessed using ANOVA with a correction for multiple comparisons, followed by a Steel-Dwass Figure 6 shows such estimations for θ = 5º (nearly equal to the stretch direction).
298
The force acting on SFs at a zero substrate strain (Δε sub = 0%) decreased gradually during 299 cyclic stretching and reached zero within 2 h. It decreased continuously and reached a 300 plateau within 6 h in all groups (Fig. 6A) . The force exhibited a negative, i.e., compressive, may be facilitated in F min < 0 and t* > 220 ms ( Fig. 7A and B, arrows) . Consequently, ΣF*
322
⋅ t* correlated well with the frequency of orientation of SFs (Fig. 7C) . The distributions of 323 Σ F* ⋅ t* with the 4 types of strain waveforms presented as a circular graph (Fig. 7D) 
324
showed that Σ F* ⋅ t* was quite small around the direction θ 0 , and the graph possessed a 325 similar trend for the frequency distribution of SF orientation obtained in the 2-D FFT 326 analysis ( Fig. 4E-H were completely disrupted following cytochalasin D treatment (Fig. 3F) . The disruption of
336
SFs in osteoblastic cells reduced cell stiffness to a remarkable degree, and their force during 337 stretching under a constant strain also decreased by ~50% (Fig. 5A) had a significant correlation with the magnitude and duration time of the compressive part 371 of the forces ( Fig. 7A and B) , and SF orientation was also correlated with the compressive 372 forces integrated with time in a strain cycle (Fig. 7C) .
These integrated values in all groups
373
were quite small around the direction θ 0 (Fig. 7D) , and the value was largest in the stretch cycles Σ |F*⋅t*| (Fig. 8C) with higher strain rate, the larger the applied compressive force to SFs due to their viscosity.
411
These aspects may indicate that both the magnitude of the compressive force acting on SFs
412
and its duration time may comprehensively accelerate the depolymerization and reorientation of SFs.
414
Although the distribution of the time-integrated compressive force (Fig. 7D) showed a 415 trend similar to that of the orientation distribution of SFs ( Fig. 4E-H 
